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Details of Visit:

Author: burylad
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 31 Mar 2016 17:30
Duration of Visit: 45 Minutes
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: GFE Massage Manchester
Website: http://www.gfemassagemanchester.co.uk
Phone: 01617640218

The Premises:

as previously reported - very nice and clean

The Lady:

Cameron is much taller than I expected and has a wonderful figure and a pretty face

The Story:

had booked in advance for 5-30 and after a short wait in reception Cameron came and guided me
to the room
what a very friendly Geordie lass - dressed in a very revealing outfit
she returned whilst I was still in the shower so we were able to chat whilst I finished and dried off
I think she said that she was 30 years old but does in my opinion look a few years younger
I immediately decided to check if we could extend to 45 mins from my original booking of 30 mins
and Cameron quickly went off to let reception know but returned quickly and immediately stripped
off completely without any prompting - I liked that
as time was no longer an issue we spent a few minutes chatting and stroking each others bodies
and kissing passionately
I think she is a little conscious about her size especially compared to some of the girls at GFE who
could be descried as waif like but I would compare her to someone like sharron davies or Rebecca
adlington - the swimmers - because she is so tall she has an amazing figure and her breasts are
natural and soft and just right for her
after asking if I would like OWO - which I affirmed - Cameron slid down and began - it was great
she then adjusted her body so that I could play with her lady bits and she soon became wet and
instructed me to insert my fingers inside
I must have been very excited because after a few minutes I shot my load - Cameron did apologise
as she genuinely wanted me to shag her but it didn't matter because I was happy and so at my
insistence we spent the remainder of the appointment chatting and just holding each other
so in summary another fantastic girl at GFE and its getting very hard to choose between them
apparently she has been working for about 4 years and previously did escort under the name of
Cameron leigh which can be googled but please note that anal is not on the menu - a slight error on
the GFE website
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thank you Cameron xx
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